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Abstract

Paper aims: the paper aims to demonstrate the advantages of several modifications of combinatorial method of expert judgment aggregation in AHP. Modifications are based on 1) weighting of spanning trees; 2) sorting of spanning trees by graph diameter during aggregation.

Originality: Both the method and its modifications are developed and improved by the authors. We propose to 1) weight spanning trees, based on quality of respective expert estimates, and 2) sort them by diameter in order to reduce the impact of expert errors and the method’s computational complexity.

Research method: we focus on theoretical and empirical studies of several modifications of combinatorial method of aggregation of expert judgments within AHP.

Main findings: modified combinatorial method has several conceptual advantages over ordinary method. It is also less sensitive to perturbations of initial data. Additionally, selection of spanning trees with smaller diameters allows us to reduce computational complexity of the method and minimize the impact of expert errors.

Implications for theory and practice: Combinatorial method is a universal instrument of expert judgment aggregation, applicable to additive/multiplicative, complete/incomplete, individual/group pair-wise comparisons, provided in different scales. It is used in the original strategic planning technology, which has recently found several important applications.
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1. Introduction

This article represents an extended version of the respective paper (Kadenko & Tsyganok, 2020), presented at the International Symposium on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (ISAHP–2020). The key additions to the original conference paper include: elaborated description of several versions of combinatorial method, motivational examples, and results of the authors’ most recent research on the subject.

The best way to evaluate alternative decision options according to intangible criteria, that cannot be numerically described, is to compare them among themselves. This suggestion, made and empirically confirmed by Tom Saaty and his followers (Saaty, 1980, 1996), provided the basis for a whole family of AHP/ANP expert evaluation methods. These methods are widely used by decision-makers around the world. AHP/ANP application domains cover almost all spheres of human activity (as we can see from proceedings of multiple editions of
Calculation of priorities (weights of alternatives being compared) based on individual and group expert judgments (pair-wise comparisons of alternatives) is an essential step of AHP/ANP algorithm (Saaty 1980, 1996). Numerous studies indicate that different methods of calculation of priorities based on judgments in AHP yield different results (Choo & Wedley, 2004; Tsyganok, 2010; Lundy et al., 2017). That is, priorities (relative alternative weights) calculated using different methods are, in the general case, different from each other. The question “which aggregation method works better for deriving priorities?” is still relevant and open to discussion. Eigenvector method (Saaty, 1980, 1996), geometric mean (GM) (Lundy et al., 2017; Kułakowski, 2020), logarithmic least squares (Bozóki & Tsyganok, 2019), and combinatorial method are just a few examples of methods used for aggregation of data from a pair-wise comparison matrix (PCM).

Combinatorial method, that is the subject of this paper, is based on enumeration of all possible basic sets of pair-wise comparisons from a given PCM (not just columns or rows). This approach allows us to utilize redundancy of expert data most thoroughly and check consistency, compatibility (in the case when pair-wise comparisons are provided by a group of experts), and completeness of this data prior to aggregation. Moreover, the approach allows us to easily detect the most inconsistent and/or incompatible elements of initial PCM and, if necessary, request the respective expert to reconsider his/her respective judgment.

In some publications the method is addressed as “enumeration of all spanning trees” (Siraj et al., 2012), as it is largely based on graph theory. Indeed, every basic set of pair-wise comparisons can be represented by a graph called a spanning tree. Vertices of this graph represent the objects being compared, while edges represent respective pair-wise comparisons of these objects.

In the current paper we will revisit and outline several conceptual versions of combinatorial method and empirically compare them, particularly, in terms of computational complexity and sensitivity to variations of input data.

2. Literature review

The theory of spanning trees was developed back in the second half of the 19th century alongside the general graph theory (Cayley, 1889). Before taking their place in the AHP paradigm, spanning tree-based approaches were being applied to logistics, chemistry (by Cayley himself), physics (Kirchhoff’s circuit laws), and other domains. The idea of combinatorial enumeration of all spanning trees, representing basic pair-wise comparison sets from a pair-wise comparison matrix (PCM) was independently suggested in Tsyganok (2000) and Siraj et al. (2012). Ongoing attention of several academic schools worldwide additionally confirms the relevance of research subject. Somewhat brief description of combinatorial algorithm of priority aggregation was presented in Tsyganok et al. (2015), where the authors primarily focused on the multi-scale approach to expert estimation. In Lundy et al. (2017) and Tsyganok (2010) the method was presented in comparison to other aggregation methods.


In Lundy et al. (2017) and Siraj et al. (2012) the authors did not address incomplete PCM or suggest ideas for organizing feedback with experts if it was necessary for consistency and compatibility improvement (as it was not their purpose). At the same time, in the original publication (Tsyganok, 2000) the idea of feedback was already present. Since then, consistency improvement in combinatorial method was one of the key directions of the method’s modification.

In Tsyganok et al. (2015) the group method was described, however only briefly, as part of a strategic planning technology. Later the technology, including the method, was also described in Tsyganok et al. (2017).

Siraj et al. (2012), Lundy et al. (2017) and Bozóki & Tsyganok (2019) focus on the ordinary individual method, where all spanning trees have the same weights. Modifications of the method, suggested in Tsyganok (2000, 2010) assume, that spanning trees (and respective basic pair-wise comparison sets) are assigned different weights, depending on consistency, compatibility, and completeness of initial expert data. These publications consider aggregation methods for both individual and group judgments. Besides that, weighting (rating) of basic pair-wise comparison sets allows us to request the experts to reconsider the most inconsistent and incompatible estimates.

Finally, ideas, suggested in Szádoczki et al. (2020) and Kadenko & Tsyganok (2020), outlined a new direction of combinatorial method development, based on such concepts from graph theory as graph diameter and regularity.
This brief review indicates that some aspects of combinatorial method development were given insufficient attention in academic publications, and need to be elaborated.

3. Research objectives

Based on the review, the main tasks of the current research are as follows.

1) We need to develop and describe:

- the procedure for application of combinatorial approach when a group of experts is providing estimates in different scales;
- the mechanism for taking the quality of expert data (i.e., consistency, compatibility, completeness, detail) into account during aggregation;
- an approach to improvement of expert data quality through feedback with experts when necessary.

These extensions will make the results of expert sessions, in which combinatorial method is used for aggregation of pair-wise comparisons, more credible.

2) We need to show the difference between ordinary and modified combinatorial method, where each spanning tree is assigned a different weight, and demonstrate qualitative and quantitative advantages of the modified method over the ordinary one.

3) In view of the latest research (Szádoczki et al., 2020; Kadenko & Tsyganok, 2020), we need to check, whether computational complexity of the method and the impact of expert estimation errors can be reduced through sorting of spanning trees in the order of increasing diameter.

4. Research methodology

4.1. Problem statement

The problem solved by combinatorial method is a classical group AHP problem, addressed, for instance, in Forman & Peniwati (1998) and Saaty & Peniwati (2007). Let us assume that during a group AHP session \( m \) experts are providing pair-wise comparisons of \( n \) objects. As a result of the expert session, we obtain a set of PCMs \( \{ d^k \} ; k = 1..m, i, j = 1..n \). PCMs have the following properties: 1) matrices are reciprocally symmetrical (i.e., \( \forall i, j : a_{ij} = 1/a_{ji} \), so we can analyze only the upper triangle where \( i < j \)); 2) matrices are multiplicative (i.e. \( \forall i, j \in \{1..n\} : a_{ij} = w_i / w_j; a_{ij} = 1/a_{ji} \); and in the ideally consistent case \( \forall k \in \{1..n\} : a_{ij} = a_{ik} \times a_{kj} \) (although, in the general case, they can be additive as well (i.e. \( \forall i, j \in \{1..n\} : a_{ij} = (w_i - w_j); a_{ij} = -a_{ji} \); and in the ideally consistent case \( \forall k \in \{1..n\} : a_{ij} = a_{ik} - a_{kj} \)); 3) in the general case, matrices can be incomplete (i.e., some elements can be missing); 4) every single element of a PCM is obtained in some scale, which is assigned a weight coefficient \( h_k \) where \( h \) is the scale number. \( h : l = [1..n] \) are coefficients of relative competence of experts in the group. We should note that it is not critical for expert competence coefficients to add up to 1. What matters is their relative significance and the number of experts in the group (Tsyganok et al., 2011).

We should find: The resulting object weight (priority) vector \( \{ w_k : k = 1..n, \sum_{k=1}^{n} w_k = 1 \} \).

4.2. Solution process: the idea and key steps

Before describing the mathematical details of the proposed method, we would like to emphasize that the application of the technique is, indeed, simple, as calculations are performed by the respective DSS software, while the experts only need to provide a connected set of pair-wise comparisons.

In essence, combinatorial method of deriving priorities from judgments is a combination of analysis and synthesis. In order to calculate priorities (i.e., relative weights of compared objects), it is sufficient to have just
(n – 1) connected comparison and not the complete PCM. For example, we can calculate a priority vector based on just one line or column of the matrix. Combinatorial method, however, is based on enumeration of all such basic pair-wise comparison sets and aggregation of priorities across all of them.

The main steps of the problem solution, as we see it, are as follows.

1) Bringing pair-wise comparisons to the unified (i.e., the most detailed) scale;

2) Enumeration of all basic pair-wise comparison sets and construction of respective ideally-consistent pair-wise comparison matrices (ICPCM). By ICPCM we mean a PCM, in which the elements of a selected basic pair-wise comparison set are taken from the initial PCM, while all other elements are reconstructed according to transitivity rules. An example of an ICPCM construction is provided below (in the example from section 4). The basic pair-wise comparison set elements are shown in bold. They are taken from the PCM, built by the 2nd expert, while other elements are calculated based on multiplicative transitivity rules \( \forall k \in \{1..n\} : a_{ij} = a_{ik} \times a_{kj} \).

If some element is missing from the original PCM, then the respective trees cannot be built.

3) Calculation of priority vectors based on each ICPCM;

4) Verifying agreement of priorities built based on ICPCMs;

5) If necessary and/or possible – improvement of the agreement level of estimates and return to the previous step 4. Otherwise – proceeding to step 6;

6) If agreement level is sufficient (or if it cannot be improved) – aggregation of priorities calculated based on ICPCMs and “exit”. The obtained aggregate priority vector is considered the final problem solution.

Let us briefly outline the key stages process and explain the differences of the method from existing ones.

4.3. Aggregation of estimates

Prior to aggregation, the estimates should be brought to a unified scale, as described in Tsyganok et al. (2015). This is the scale with the largest number of grades. Judgments, provided in less detailed scales, are approximated by respective grades from the more detailed scale, as shown in Tsyganok et al. (2015), and assigned scale weights, given in the problem statement above. We assume that if an expert provides an estimate in the scale with the larger number of grades, this estimate is more informative, and the expert is more confident in his or her knowledge regarding the respective pair-wise comparison.

Based on the classical Cayley’s formula (Cayley, 1889), the number of basic pair-wise comparison sets (spanning trees) we can obtain is \( T \leq mn^{n-2} \) (equality holds when all PCM are complete). Every basic pair-wise comparison set number \( q \) allows us to reconstruct an ideally consistent PCM (ICPCM) and a vector of priorities \( w_j^q \). Under the “ordinary” approach, addressed in Siraj et al. (2012), Lundy et al. (2017) and Bozóki & Tsyganok (2019), the formula for aggregate priority calculation is simple geometric (or arithmetic) mean:

\[
 w_j^{aggregate} = (\prod_{q=1}^{T} w_j^q)^{1/T} ; j = 1..n
\]

Modified combinatorial method, that we suggest, uses not simple but weighted GM. The weights (or ratings) of basic pair-wise comparison sets reflect completeness, degree of detail, consistency, and compatibility of the respective expert judgments, as well as the relative competence of the expert, who provided the respective pair-wise comparisons. The modified priority calculation formula we suggest using looks as follows:

\[
 w_j^{aggregate} = \prod_{k,j=1}^{m} \left( \frac{R_{kq}}{w_j^q} \right)^{1/T} \left( \sum_{q^j} R_{q^j} \right) ; j = 1..n
\]

In order for the rating of a specific basic pair-wise comparison set (spanning tree) to incorporate consistency and compatibility of the estimates, we need to introduce some measure of difference between the elements of
a specific ICPCM, reconstructed based on this particular pair-wise comparison set, and the initial expert PCM. Consistency and compatibility levels should be inversely proportionate to this difference. That is why we suggest introducing the product \( \prod_{u,v} \max(\frac{a_{uv}}{a_{u'}v}, \frac{a_{u'v}}{a_{uv}}) \) into denominator. In order to avoid very sharp differences in ratings (i.e. to ensure that all ratings fall within one order of magnitude, and none can be neglected), we suggest using logarithm function. Completeness of expert data is reflected by the fact, that if some comparison is missing from the initial PCM (because the expert could not provide it), then the respective spanning trees are not built and the number of multipliers in product (2) decreases. As for degree of detail of expert estimation scales, it is reflected by the respective coefficient \( s \), based on Hartley's formula, as explained below (see (5) and (6)). Based on these considerations, multiplicative form of basic pair-wise comparison set (spanning tree) rating that we suggest is as follows:

\[
R_{kql} = c_k c_l s^{kq}/\ln(\prod_{u,v} \max(\frac{a_{uv}}{a_{u'v}}, \frac{a_{u'v}}{a_{uv}}) + e - 1)
\]  

where \( k, l \) are the numbers of experts \((k, l = 1..m)\), whose PCM are being compared with each other (in order to check the compatibility of estimates); \( c_k, c_l \) are a-priori values of relative expert competence; \( k \) and \( l \) can be equal or different; \( q \) is the number of a particular ICPCM \( q = 1..mT_k \).

\( s^{kq} \) is the relative average weight of scales in which basic pair-wise comparison set elements are input. \( s' \) is the average weight of scales, in which elements of the respective individual PCM of expert number \( l \) are input.

\( N \) is the number of grades in the scale, in which the respective pair-wise comparison is provided. The weight of estimation scale should be proportional to the quantity of information, which can be conveyed by means of the respective scale. In order to calculate this weight, we propose to use Hartley’s formula for amount of information in a signal, transmitted using an alphabet of \( N \) symbols (Hartley, 1928). We suggest using a similar approach to calculate the amount of information in an estimation scale of \( N \) grades: \( \delta_N = I = \log_2 N \). So, if we are dealing with a specific set of pair-wise comparisons (spanning tree) number \( q \), reconstructed based on the PCM, provided by expert number \( k \), then we suggest calculating the weight coefficient of this set of pair-wise comparisons as GM of the quantities of information, expressed by the scales, in which all pair-wise comparisons from this basic set were provided (GM of weights of all spanning tree elements):

\[
\delta^{kq} = \prod_{u=1}^{n-1} \log_2 N_u^{(kq)} \frac{1}{2}
\]  

\( N_u^{(kq)} \) is the number of grades in the scale, in which basic pair-wise comparison number \( u \) is provided.

If we are dealing with an individual PCM, we, similarly, suggest calculating its weight in terms of the quantity of information as GM of the weights of PCM elements. As PCM are reciprocally symmetrical, we can analyze only \( \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \) elements, lying above the principal diagonal of the PCM. So, weight of an individual PCM (in terms of the quantity of information), provided by expert number \( l \), can be calculated as:

\[
\delta' = \prod_{u,v=1}^{n-1} \log_2 N_{uv}^{(l)} \frac{2}{n(n-1)}
\]  

\( N_{uv}^{(l)} \) is the number of grades in the scale, in which the respective element of the individual PCM \( a_{uv}^{(l)} \) is provided.

Similarly, for additive PCM case we suggest using an additive formula of a spanning tree rating:

\[
R_{kql} = c_k c_l s^{kq}/\ln(\prod_{u,v} a_{uv}^{(kq)} - a_{u'v}^{(kq)} + e)
\]

Logarithm operator in denominator of (3), (6) is used in order to ensure that denominator (and, consequently, spanning tree rating) values belong to the same order of magnitude.

When aggregate priorities are calculated, we can either accept their values as the final result and the problem solution, or improve the level of estimates’ agreement.
4.4. Checking and improving completeness and agreement of the estimates

Before aggregating the weights obtained from ICPCMs, we should check completeness and agreement of initial individual PCMs.

Procedure of completeness check is described in Tsyganok et al. (2015). If some basic set of pair-wise comparisons is not complete, the priority vector cannot be calculated. In such case, the expert should be re-addressed with a request to provide the missing basic pair-wise comparisons, and, thus, ensure completeness of the set. Here, we are going to consider cases when expert information is redundant and individual PCM, provided by every expert, allow us to build spanning trees: \( \forall k \in \{1, m\}; T_k \neq 0 \), where \( k \) is the number of a particular expert and \( T_k \) is the number of spanning trees, which can be built based on this expert's individual PCM.

Combinatorial algorithm allows us to check and improve both consistency (i.e., “inner” consistency of the elements of a PCM, provided by an individual expert) and compatibility (i.e., “mutual” agreement of the respective elements of PCMs, provided by different experts) of pair-wise comparisons. In contrast to methods of aggregation of individual judgments (AIJ) and aggregation of individual priorities (AIP) (Forman & Peniwati, 1998; Saaty & Peniwati, 2007), it is a one-phase method, allowing us to organize a step-by-step consistency/compatibility improvement procedure.

As an agreement measure, we suggest using the spectral double entropy index (Olenko & Tsyganok, 2016). It is, in a way, the extension of spectral consistency coefficient suggested by Totsenko (1996). The key advantage of spectral coefficients over other consistency measures (for instance, listed in Brunelli & Fedrizzi, 2011) is that they provide specific clues for organizing feedback with experts (show, which expert should revise his judgment, which pair-wise comparison should be changed, and in what direction). C.R. and C.I. used as consistency measures in classical AHP (Saaty, 1980, 1996) do not provide any clues for consistency improvement if it is necessary. If C.R. and C.I. exceed the threshold values, the original recommendation is to “reconsider the problem and revise the judgments”. While some research on the subject has been done (Iida, 2009; Mikhailov & Siraj, 2011), targeted step-by-step feedback procedures based solely on C.R. and C.I are still underdeveloped.

In Tsyganok et al. (2015) it was recommended to use spectral consistency coefficient, suggested in Totsenko, 1996 as agreement measure. Olenko & Tsyganok (2016) demonstrated this coefficient’s drawbacks. For example, originally was intended to lie within the range between 0 and 1, while in fact it could assume negative values (Olenko & Tsyganok, 2016). Additionally, introduction of was an attempt to unite two independent agreement measures: entropy and dispersion. This resulted in non-monotonous behavior of the coefficient. I.e., sometimes, after the pair-wise comparisons, lying on the largest distance from the average, were moved towards this average, decreased. It is to eliminate the listed flaws of that Olenko & Tsyganok (2016) introduced the double-entropy agreement index.

Consistency and compatibility of expert data should be improved through changes of the most inconsistent (“outlying”) pair-wise comparisons, similarly to Delphi method. If double entropy index lies below pre-defined threshold value, then the expert who provided the estimate that differs the most from the respective element of the aggregate ICPCM across all trees and experts, is requested to change it. For example, the element, that should be changed in order to improve the double entropy index for priority number \( l \) is

\[
\alpha_{l}^{(k)} = \arg \max_{k \in \{1, m\}; j \in \{1, n\}} \left( \alpha_{l}^{\text{aggregate}} - \alpha_{l}^{(k)} \right)
\]

(7)


If all experts whose estimates should be changed in order to improve consistency of the PCMs refuse to introduce the necessary changes, then credibility of expert examination results becomes questionable. However, in the general case, PCMs can be built based not only on expert data, but on data, retrieved from open sources. In this latter case feedback becomes totally impossible (for example, you cannot change the data in some online or printed document, that is already published). However, we should remind, that ICPCM ratings, featured in Formula 2, reflect the quality of information contained in the respective matrices. So, during aggregation, “lower-quality” (inconsistent, incomplete, less detailed) data will be assigned smaller weights anyway. Consequently, introduction of ICPCM ratings allows us to make expert session results more credible even in the cases when feedback cannot be organized.

5. Experimental research of the modified method

In this section we will compare the modified combinatorial method with other priority calculation methods used in AHP. Let us start with a numerical example.
5.1. Example of modified combinatorial method’s work

3 equally competent experts $E_1, E_2, E_3$ ($c_1 = c_2 = c_3 = 1$) are providing multiplicative comparisons of 4 objects $(A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4)$ in integer scales. That is, in our problem statement from subsection 4.1 ($m = 3; n = 4$). We need to calculate relative object weights (priorities) based on PCMs, provided by the experts. Total numbers of grades in the scales, selected by experts, are given in Table 1. Table 2 provides particular grade numbers, selected by the experts. Table 3 provides the PCM, brought to the unified scale (step 1 of the algorithm from subsection 4.2). For experimental purposes, after scale unification we allow the PCM elements to assume fraction values and exceed maximum value 9. That is, we do not confine ourselves to the fundamental preference scale used in classical AHP.

48 ideally consistent PCM (ICPCM) $(m^{n-2} = 3 \times 4^2 = 48)$ are built based on initial 3 PCM. Each ICPCM is constructed from the respective basic pair-wise comparison set (spanning tree). For instance, the basic set of pair-wise comparisons of objects $(A_1, A_2), (A_1, A_3),$ and $(A_2, A_4)$ corresponds to the spanning tree, shown on Figure 1. From the respective elements of the PCM provided by the expert $E_2$ we reconstruct the ICPCM, shown in Table 4 (basic pair-wise comparison values are highlighted in bold, while other elements are reconstructed based on transitivity rule).

| Table 1. Number of grades in the scales, selected by experts for pair-wise comparisons. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ |
| 1 | 9 | 8 | 7 | 1 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| $A_2$ | 1 | 6 | 5 | 1 | 6 | 7 | 1 | 3 |
| $A_3$ | 1 | 4 | 1 | 8 | 1 | 7 | 1 | 7 |
| $A_4$ | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |

| Table 2. Numbers of specific grades of pair-wise comparison scales, selected by the experts. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ |
| 1 | 2 | 4 | 7 | 1 | 3 | 4 | 5 |
| $A_2$ | 1 | 2 | 4 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 1 | 2 |
| $A_3$ | 1 | 2 | 1 | 2 | 1 | 3 |
| $A_4$ | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |

| Table 3. Values of pair-wise comparisons, brought to the unified scale. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ |
| 1 | 2 | 4 | 1/3 | 8 | 5/6 | 1 | 7 | 1/2 | 8 | 1/6 | 8 | 1/2 |
| $A_2$ | 1/2 | 1 | 2 | 2/7 | 6 | 1/2 | 1/7 | 1 | 2 | 2/7 | 3 | 1/2 |
| $A_3$ | 2/9 | 3/7 | 1 | 2 | 5/6 | 1/8 | 3/7 | 1 | 2 | 1/4 | 2/7 | 1 | 3 | 1/2 |
| $A_4$ | 1/9 | 1/6 | 1/3 | 1 | 1/8 | 2/7 | 1/2 | 1 | 1/9 | 1/5 | 2/7 | 1 |

Figure 1. Spanning tree example for 4 objects.
Similarly, ICPCM are reconstructed from all basic pair-wise comparison sets, provided by each of the 3 experts. In this process, in order to verify consistency and compatibility of the initial PCM, ICPCM are compared with these initial PCM provided by the experts. For this purpose, 3 copies of each ICPCM are built \((m = 3)\). So, the total number of ICPCM to be analyzed is \(nT = \frac{n^n - 2}{2} \times 22\). For this particular rating, in (3) \(k = 2; \ell = 1; c_2 = c_\ell = c_1 = q = 2\) (the spanning tree shown on Figure 1 is assigned number 2 among 16 spanning trees \((n^n - 2 = 4^2 = 16)\)); so, based on (4), \(s^{22} = (\log_2 3 \times \log_2 4 \times \log_2 7)^3 \approx 2.072\) (numbers of grades in the respective scales \((3, 4, 7)\), come from Table 1).

Based on Formula 5, \(s^1 = (\log_2 9 \times \log_2 8 \times \log_2 7 \times \log_2 6 \times \log_2 5 \times \log_2 4)^6 \approx 2.615\).

\[
\text{Denominator of the fraction from (3) equals}
\]
\[
\ln\left(\frac{7}{2}\right) \times \left(\frac{8}{6} \div \frac{4}{3}\right) \times \left(\frac{26}{4} \div \frac{8}{6}\right) \times \left(\frac{2}{7} \div \frac{1}{7}\right) \times \left(\frac{6}{2} \div \frac{3}{2}\right) \times \left(\frac{3}{5} \div \frac{2}{5}\right) + e - 1 = \ln(92.951 + e - 1) = 4.550. \text{This value reflects the difference between ICPCM from Table 4 and initial PCM of the 1st expert from Table 3.}
\]

So, indeed, according to (3), \(R_{221} \approx (2.072 \times 2.615) / 4.550 \approx 1.191\).

As the method is based on combinatorial enumeration of pair-wise comparison sets, its computational complexity is rather large. So, providing all calculation details here would be impossible as it would require too much space.

When all 144 ICPCM ratings are calculated, they are normalized by sum (see power index in (2)). From each ICPCM copy number \(q = 1.144\) we reconstruct a vector of relative object weights \(w_1^q, w_2^q, w_3^q, w_4^q\) (ideal consistency of the matrix allows us to use any basic set of pair-wise comparisons as priority vector; for instance, the 1st row). For instance, the vector reconstructed based on ICPCM from Table 4 is \((4/105; 2/7; 1/3; 1)\) (last line of the ICPCM in Table 4).

Finally, the aggregate priority (object weight) vector is calculated according to (2).

Normalized priorities \(n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4\), calculated using the modified combinatorial method (2), based on the example data equal \((0.563734299; 0.263382041; 0.120820159; 0.052063501)\). Values of priorities, calculated using ordinary combinatorial method (1) equal \((0.590174795; 0.243658012; 0.114086692; 0.052080501)\).

As we have mentioned above, ordinary combinatorial priority aggregation method (1) is equivalent to row GM (Lundy et al., 2017) and LLSM (Bozóki & Tsyganok, 2019). However, the example shows, that results produced by ordinary (1) and modified method (2) are different, so these two methods are not equivalent.

Both row GM and LLSM have lower computational complexity than combinatorial method, and this is their advantage. At the same time, the key advantage of modified combinatorial method is that it allows us to consider the quality of expert data prior to its aggregation and organize feedback for consistency/compatibility improvement when necessary. Consequently, results of its work more adequately reflect the level of expert competence in the issue under consideration.

5.2. Advantages of modified combinatorial method in terms of sensitivity to expert errors

In previous sections we have mentioned the key conceptual advantages of the modified combinatorial method over ordinary one. We also demonstrated that ordinary and modified combinatorial methods yielded different results. In order to further justify the method’s relevance, we need to empirically demonstrate its advantage over other methods used for priority calculation in AHP (eigenvector method originally suggested by Saaty (1980), GM, ordinary combinatorial method and others).

In order to compare the priority calculation methods among themselves, we need to devise some quantitative criterion of a method’s efficiency.

Accuracy/precision of estimates cannot be used as such a criterion, because in real expert estimation there are no benchmarks or measurement units. Moreover, in the process of estimation real experts tend to make their
own assumptions concerning the ratios between weights of objects they compare. Based on these assumptions, experts can, so to say, “make consistent mistakes”, even if we ask them to estimate some model objects (like figure squares from Saaty’s famous example (Saaty, 1980)), whose weights are known or can be easily measured.

Since it is problematic to compare priority methods in terms of accuracy/precision, we suggest comparing them in terms of their sensitivity to perturbation of initial data. For this purpose, we suggest simulating the whole process of expert estimation, including model priority values, expert estimates, and expert errors (Tsyganok, 2010; Tsyganok et al., 2011). The experiment is as follows.

1. Set true model object weights;

2. Build an ICPCM $A$ (based on the rule $a_{ij} = w_i / w_j$ for multiplicative or $a_{ij} = w_i - w_j$ for additive comparisons, where $a_{ij}$ is the element of $A$);

3. After that, add a certain “noise” to matrix $A$ so that each element (except diagonal ones) changes as follows: $a_{ij} = a_{ij} \pm a_{ij} \cdot \delta / 100\%$ , where $\delta > 0$ is a value set in advance, which defines maximum relative deviation of pair-wise comparisons provided by the expert (i.e., elements of $A$) as percentage of true values. In this case $\delta$ simulates potential relative error made by the expert during pair-wise comparison session;

4. “Perturbed” PCM $A'$ is used as input data for one of aggregation methods, which produces aggregate object weights $w_i$ (priority vector). We propose to define the efficiency of expert data aggregation method based on maximum possible relative deviation of calculated object weight from true value of the same weight. The method producing smaller deviations should be considered more efficient.

$$\Delta = \max_i \frac{|w_i - w'_i|}{w_i} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Calculated values of $\Delta$ will depend on both $\delta$ and true relative weight values, set by experiment organizer. That is why the values of efficiency indicator for each method are presented in the form of function $\Delta(\delta)$ for each priority vector value.

Dependence $\Delta(\delta)$ is defined for each method on an interval $\delta \in [0,100]$ (we assume that relative pair-wise comparison error made by an expert should not exceed 100%, although in the general case the function $\Delta(\delta)$ is defined in a wider range $\delta \in [0,\infty]$ ). We propose to find maximum possible deviation $\Delta$ for every $\delta$ using the genetic algorithm (GA) (Holland, 1975).

To conduct the experiment, we used an original software module. The module allows us to generate and perturb the initial PCM and launch the GA (Figure 2).

In terms of the GA, the “individuals” are the perturbed PCM with given relative error value $\delta$. “Fitness function” is the maximum relative deviation of resulting priorities from the true value of object weights $\Delta(\delta)$. The GA works as follows.

![Figure 2. Screenshot of the software module for experimental research of combinatorial method using the GA.](image-url)
1. For given true values of object weights and $\delta$ a “population” of individuals (perturbed PCM) is generated. (Cardinality of complete enumeration of matrices of dimensionality $n \times n$, whose elements differ from true values by $\delta$, is very large $(n(n-1)/2)^{2}$ to be exact), so a population includes only a part of PCM from the complete set. However, for $n \leq 5$ complete enumeration is possible;

2. Individuals with maximum fitness function value are selected from the population. That is, we are selecting PCM, which produce maximum deviation of priority vector from true value after aggregation;

3. Individuals from the selected subset are “interbred” through weighted summation (convex combination) and mutation. As a result, we get a new generation of individuals;

4. If for the new generation the value of fitness function $\Delta$ is larger than for the previous one, we should move to step 2. If during a fixed number of generations $\Delta$ does not grow, then the algorithm stops and terminates its work. As a result, we get maximum $\Delta$ for a given $\delta$.

In essence, we are looking for a maximum of a function of many variables $f(a_{ij}), i,j = (1,n)$. Its arguments are elements of PCM $A'$. Values of $\Delta(\delta)$ for each aggregation method also depend on specific values of initially set true values of object weights $w_{i}, i = (1,n)$. Examples of functions $\Delta(\delta)$ for given true model values of object weights are shown on Figure 3. Variants of model weight vectors are set in a way that illustrates different ratios between object weights (equal, equal in pairs, arithmetic progression, geometric progression, extreme values of scale range etc.).

In Tsyganok (2010) individual “weighted” combinatorial method was compared to several other individual pair-wise comparison aggregation methods (Figure 3). In the context of the present paper, we should remind that row GM (one of the methods, studied in Tsyganok (2010) is equivalent to ordinary combinatorial method (Lundy et al., 2017). Consequently, the advantage of modified (weighted) combinatorial method over row GM entails its advantage over the ordinary method (Tsyganok, 2010) and LLSM (that is also equivalent to ordinary method (Bozóki & Tsyganok, 2019)).

So, available empirical comparison data of several pair-wise comparison aggregation methods (obtained through simulation of expert estimation of model object weights) confirm the advantage of modified combinatorial method over other methods. The efficiency indicator is its stability to perturbations of the initial PCM (i.e., to experts’ errors).

6. Modification of combinatorial method based on graph theory

6.1. Motivation

In order to analytically (and not only empirically) compare the sensitivity of different aggregation methods to perturbations of initial expert data, we would have to find an analytical expression for the fitness function $\Delta(\delta)$ from the previous section. Presently, finding an analytical expression for this function is problematic. However, we can see that it directly depends on the diameters of spanning tree graphs, used during priority aggregation (as shown in Kadenko & Tsyganok, 2020 and Szádoczki et al., 2020). In the context of our problem, graph diameter is the length of longest path between its two vertices (nodes).

For instance, if one object is compared to all the others, the basic pair-wise comparison set is just a line or a column of a matrix, and the spanning tree is a star-type graph. Diameter of such a graph equals 2 edges. If every object is compared to just one other object (the 1st to the 2nd, the 2nd with the 3rd, etc.), then the basic comparison set includes all the elements above the principal diagonal of the matrix, and the spanning tree is a path-type graph. Its diameter equals $(n-1)$ edges. Then, there are plenty of non-isomorphic spanning trees with diameters ranging from 2 to $(n-1)$ (Wu & Chao, 2004). Examples of spanning tree graphs are shown on Figure 4.

If an expert makes a maximum error $\delta$ in each pair-wise comparison, then each new edge in the spanning tree diameter will increase the error. As a result, an ICPCM, reconstructed based on a spanning tree with larger diameter will have larger deviation from the initial one.

6.2. Illustrative examples: specific and general case

An expert compares 5 alternatives and makes maximum error $\delta$ during estimation. One of the path-type spanning trees that should be enumerated is shown on Figure 5.
The respective basic set of pair-wise comparisons is \((a_{12}, a_{15}, a_{24}, a_{34})\). All other elements of the respective ICPCM should be reconstructed from the listed basic elements according to transitivity rule. For example,

Figure 3. Examples of dependence of \(\Delta\) on \(\delta\) for different model priority vectors.

Figure 4. Examples of spanning tree graphs with different diameters for \(n = 5\): (A) \(d = 2\) (star); (B) \(d = 3\) (“broom”); (C) \(d = 4\) (path).
Now, if comparisons $a_{34}$ are increased by $\delta$ and comparisons $a_{12}$, $a_{24}$ are decreased by $\delta$ due to expert errors, then we get the following expression for perturbed element $a_{35}^*$:

$$a_{35}^* = \frac{a_{12}a_{24}(1+\delta)}{a_{12}a_{24}(1-\delta)^2} = a_{35} \left(1 + \frac{4\delta}{(1-\delta)^2}\right)$$

As we are considering cases when $\delta < 1$ (otherwise experts’ errors exceed 100%), maximum possible deviation for element $a_{35}^*$ exceeds $4\delta$.

Similarly, in the general case, under such “worst-case scenarios” we might be getting accumulated errors (deviations) exceeding $(n-1)\delta$, where $n$ is the number of compared objects, while $(n-1)$ is also the diameter of the path-type spanning tree graph. And if we have a spanning tree with diameter $k$, then the deviation of ICPCM elements we might get will look as follows:

$$a_{ij} = a_{ij} \left(1 \pm \delta\right)^{k_i} = a_{ij} \left(1 \pm \delta\right)^{k_i}$$

where $k_1 + k_2 = k$.

### 6.3. Sorting of spanning trees: algorithmic aspect

As we can see, spanning tree diameters significantly influence expert errors, accumulated during aggregation of priorities across spanning trees. Larger deviations of ICPCM elements (caused by larger spanning tree diameters) will result in larger errors in priorities, derived from them. So, it makes sense to study the possibility of further modifying the combinatorial method from the standpoint of spanning tree diameters. Particularly, we need to compare the priority aggregation results, obtained based on spanning trees with smaller and larger diameters. For this purpose, we should be able to sort the spanning trees in the order of increasing diameters.

For sorting of spanning trees, we suggest using the so-called Prüfer sequences (Prüfer, 1918). Prüfer managed to prove the Cayley’s theorem on trees by inventing a bijective mapping from a set of indices of a $(n-2)$-dimensional hypercubic array with the length of the side $n$ to a set of $n^{n-2}$ spanning trees on $n$ edges.

For instance, in the examples shown on Figures 4 and 5, we are dealing with comparisons of 5 objects. According to Cayley’s theorem, if all pairs of objects are compared, we can construct up to 125 spanning trees. 125 is also the volume of a cube with side length 5, and the number of elements in the respective 3-dimensional array. The element of this array with indices $(1, 1, 1)$ is mapped into a star-type spanning tree graph of diameter 2 with the 1st vertex in the center (Figure 4A). This graph represents a situation when all objects are compared to the 1st one. Degree of the 1st vertex (i.e., the number of edges that enter it) equals 4. Degrees of all other vertices equal 1.

By construction, Prüfer sequences have several properties which we can use for spanning tree sorting. First, spanning tree diameter exceeds the number of different indices, encountered in the respective Prüfer sequence, by 1. Second, the degree of a vertex with a given number in the spanning tree exceeds the number of times this number is found in the respective Prüfer sequence. For example, the spanning tree shown on Figure 4B is mapped into Prüfer sequence $(1, 1, 2)$. “1” is encountered in the sequence 2 times. Degree of the respective
vertex is 3. And the diameter of the graph also equals 3 (as the sequence is comprised of 2 different indices – “1” and “2”). Similarly, the tree shown on Figure 4C is mapped into Prüfer sequence (5, 1, 2). “3” and “4” are not present in the sequence, so degrees of each of the respective vertices equal 1. The sequence is comprised of 3 different indices (“5”, “1”, and “2”), so the diameter of the respective spanning tree equals 4. The listed properties significantly simplify the process of spanning tree sorting in the order of increasing diameter.

6.4. Experimental research: motivational examples

Empirical study we have conducted so far, is, in a way, similar to the research on comparisons of methods from Section 5. However, we have introduced some new steps in order to illustrate the behavior of aggregate priorities depending on spanning tree diameter. The key conceptual steps of the experimental study are as follows.

1. Set some model weight (priority) vector \( W = \{ w_i; i = 1..n \} \);

2. Construct an ICPCM based on model weights \( A = \{ a_{ij}; a_{ij} = \frac{w_i}{w_j}; i, j = 1..n \} \);

3. Perturb the ICPCM elements with a certain noise \( \pm 100\% \).

4. Calculate priorities \( W' \) based on perturbed ICPCM, as the GM across all spanning trees (keeping track of the weight behavior as more trees are added to the aggregation formula).

It is important to stress that in our experiment we are adding trees to the aggregation formula one by one. Thus, we can see, how weights change as more trees (with different diameters) are taken into account during aggregation.

We compared 4 modifications of combinatorial method using different aggregation formulas: 1) weighted GM (Formula 2) taking the ordering of trees into account (trees were sorted from smallest to largest diameter); 2) weighted GM without sorting of trees by diameter; 3) ordinary GM (1) without sorting of trees; 4) ordinary GM with sorting of trees.

Figure 6 demonstrates the behavior of the weight of one of 6 alternatives if it is calculated as GM across spanning trees, analyzed one by one (in one order or another). The total number of spanning trees is \( e^6 = 1296 \). We can use either ordinary or weighted GM, and either sort spanning trees by diameter or not. Thus, we arrive at 4 above-listed modifications of the method.

![Figure 6. Example of behavior of alternative weight calculated using 4 versions of combinatorial method: (1) ordinary GM; unsorted trees; (2) weighted GM; unsorted trees; (3) ordinary GM; sorted trees; (4) weighted GM; sorted trees. Straight line – true model weight value.](image-url)
For different ratios between model weight values (arithmetic progression, geometric progression, equal/close values, extreme values of scale range, others) behavior of weights is similar. We are currently at the starting point of the research, however, experimental results obtained so far allow us to draw some interim conclusions.

1) Just like in experiments, described in Section 5, if we aggregate the priorities using weighted GM (2), pair-comparison aggregation results are less sensitive to expert errors, then in the cases when ordinary GM Formula 1 is used;

2) Experiments empirically confirm the mathematical equivalence of row GM and ordinary GM across all spanning trees, proved in (Lundy et al., 2017). That is, if we use ordinary GM formula, we can enumerate only $n^{n-2}$ spanning trees;

3) If we enumerate the trees in the order or increasing diameters, we can obtain the result, close to the one obtained through complete enumeration, if we confine ourselves to enumeration of trees with smaller diameters (2 and 3).

As the method is based on combinatorial enumeration of spanning trees, its computational complexity may become a burden, especially under larger $n$. For example, in (Szádoczki et al., 2020) the largest dimensionality analyzed is $n = 24$. Complete enumeration of all spanning trees would take considerable time or even lie beyond the computational power of any machine. Even with PCM completion ratio of about 0.2, the enumeration cardinality would be very large. So, reduction of the number of trees to be enumerated without significant impact upon aggregation results would be a valuable improvement of the method.

6.5. Application of graph (quasi)-regularity concept to enumeration of spanning trees

Smaller-diameter spanning tree graphs accumulate smaller expert errors. Another critical component of stability and credibility of pair-wise comparisons, addressed in (Szádoczki et al., 2020) (besides graph diameter), is graph regularity. A graph is considered regular if degrees of all its vertices are the same, or quasi-regular, if the degree of exactly one vertex exceeds the degrees of all other vertices by 1 exactly.

While we cannot apply the regularity concept to a single spanning tree, we should, definitely, keep the stability of the whole pattern of comparisons in mind. That is why, if we decide to include the trees of diameter $k$ into enumeration process, it is important that all isomorphic graphs of this diameter are considered. Thus, the whole pattern of comparisons will remain stable and balanced. That is, elimination or absence of some pivotal comparison from the set, would not result in the loss of connectivity of the overall comparison pattern.

7. Applications of combinatorial method

Just like any priority calculation method, combinatorial method is applicable to any weakly-structured subject domain, where classical AHP is applied.

During the recent years, the method has been used as the key priority calculation instrument within the original strategic planning technology.

The technology includes the following conceptual steps:

1) Strategic goal formulation;

2) Selection of experts;

3) Building of criteria hierarchy;

4) Expert estimation of weights of criteria within the hierarchy;

5) Selection of the optimal strategy. The strategy is the optimal distribution of limited resources among projects that influence the achievement of strategic goal. This resource allocation pattern allows us to achieve the strategic goal with maximum efficiency (at a given moment in time). In this step-by-step procedure combinatorial algorithm is just a sub-step of step 4). It is utilized to aggregate pair-wise comparisons, provided by a group of experts, and, if necessary, to improve consistency and compatibility of estimates, given by different experts.
During the years of its development, combinatorial method was applied in several subject domains, including the following ones.

1) Evaluation of space projects (Tsyganok et al., 2015). The task was to develop a methodology and a system of indicators, which could be used to evaluate the efficiency of implementation of the National Space Programme of Ukraine. The above-mentioned strategic planning technology was used and combinatorial approach was selected as the primary priority calculation tool in the context of the specific subject domain;

2) Urban-level environmental protection project evaluation (Tsyganok et al., 2017). Allocation of limited resources is an ever-relevant urban-level problem. The authors devised the mechanism for application of the described strategic planning technology (including evaluation of criterion weights using combinatorial method) in environmental protection sphere;

3) Information operation counteraction (Tsyganok et al., 2020). The authors developed a hybrid approach, utilizing both expert and open data for recognizing and counteracting information operations. Combinatorial approach was used to calculate the relative weights of critical information operation target components.

8. Limitations

Both the method and its applications have their limits. The limitations are as follows.

1) Extensive results of empirical comparisons of the two versions of the method still do not allow us to state that the modified method yields more accurate results of priority calculations on all possible sets of expert judgments;

2) GA we use to calculate the deviations of priorities might, by definition, “skip” significant results;

3) Finding an analytical expression for fitness function $\Delta$ (subsection 5.2) is problematic, as it depends on multiple parameters. That is why analytical comparison of different modifications of combinatorial method is still a challenge;

4) In broader sense, when the method is applied to resource allocation problems (section 7), constraints on resource volumes required for project implementation impose additional limitations upon the whole decision support methodology, within which the method is used.

9. Conclusions

Several modifications of combinatorial method for aggregation of group incomplete pair-wise comparisons using scales with different numbers of grades have been suggested. The main conceptual advantages of the method are as follows. The method

1) utilizes redundancy of expert information most thoroughly;

2) allows us to aggregate pair-wise comparisons, obtained from an individual expert or a group of experts;

3) is suitable for both complete and incomplete PCMs;

4) allows us to organize step-by-step feedback with individual experts in order to improve both consistency and compatibility of individual PCMs;

6) works for both additive and multiplicative PCMs;

7) can use both GM and arithmetic mean as the principal aggregation rule;

8) allows experts to use different scales for each pair-wise comparison, making estimation results more accurate in the eyes of both experts and decision-makers;
9) allows us to take all the aspects of expert competence (a-priori competence values as well as completeness, detail, and agreement of obtained expert data) into consideration during aggregation of expert judgments.

While ordinary combinatorial method using simple GM aggregation formula is equivalent to LLSM and row GM, modified method yields different results.

Experimental comparisons of the method with other priority calculation methods according to sensitivity of expert session results to perturbations of initial data speak in favor of the modified combinatorial approach, using weighted GM formula for calculation of alternative weights.

Finally, the key directions of further improvement of the method have been set. The improvements are based on sorting of spanning tree graphs by diameter during enumeration. This last modification of the method allows us to minimize expert errors, accumulated on spanning trees of larger diameter, and, if necessary, reduce the computational complexity of the method through reduction of enumeration cardinality. The method with sorting of spanning trees according to diameter should prove useful for cases of large dimensionalities of PCMs as well as for incomplete PCMs.

Further research will be directed, primarily, at more extensive experimental studies of combinatorial method modifications, as well as at finding analytical expression for the fitness function in the GA, which would allow us to analytically compare the combinatorial method with other priority calculation methods.
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